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In a small mirror plasma (Rp/pis 40) ion finite gyro-radius (F.G.R.)

       effects
beconie important, particularly at the surface near the vacuum

interface.  This is because charge-exchange of incoming cold neutrals (from

the injector and recycling off the first wall) occurs primarily in a surface

layer. only a few centinieters thick, causing plasnia erosion.1,2

Previous attempts at treating F.G.R. effects in mirrors have been

restricted to one or two ion energies and a coarsely-averaged beam deposition.1

A new 2  -D (1-energy, 12 spatial) dynamic model now being developed (called

FOREMD) extends the F.G.R. treatment to a distribution of energies and also

includes local magnetic field effects and more accurately calculated beam

deposition. This model generates not only a more accurate density profile

but also the F.G.R. radial temperature profile, which earlier models could not.

Some preliminary results for a small 2X-IIB-like plasma are shown in

Figs. 1 and 2 which give radial density and temperature profiles at various

times for a case with input parameters given in Table I.  For this case a

high energy (18 keV) beam of D° is injected, centered on a warm (1 keV)

10   -3
target with an initial background 02° density of - 10   cm   (rising to

- 10 cm at equilibrium).  The beam is treated as being Gaussian in
12  -3

energy and spatial width with the half-maximum widths (HMW) given in the

Table.  Two thirds of.the neutral beam throughput is trapped in a beam

dump.
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Figure 1 (t = 0.8 ms, 1.2 ms) shows. the s.teep density profile that can

result from cold D2' ionization· and charge-exchange effects at the plasma

boundary (if all 02  ions Franck-Condon dissociate to D  and D' before

being lost, the density drop-off is even sharper).  At the surface, the e-1

attenuation length is less than twice the niean ion gyro-radius (Pi - 3

cm).  The interior profile rises gradually from the edge to the center (the

central dip is largely caused by beam attenuation in the outer region).

The near-equilibrium profile (t = 1.2 ins) is in general agreement with

Livermore's 1-D codel for similar input parameters.

Figure 2 predicts the plasma radial temperature profile at an early

buildup stage (t = 0.04 ms) and latet, (t = 0.8 ms) near equilibrium.  The

former shows that beam trapping near the target plasma surface causes a

low-density, hot region to form there due .to hot ion orbits extending out

into this vacuum region (this unusual effect may aggrevate Drift Cyclotron

Loss Cone (DCLC) losses).  As target ions replace beam ions, the interior

temperature rises (t = 0.8 ms) and the surface acquires an equilibrium cold

ion density froin ionization of the incident gas (this has been used in

2X-IIB to stabilize against DCLC niodes). The electron temperature (Te)

(not shown) tracks the ion temperature (Ti) during buildup (T  - 0.05 - 0.1
.

Ti) and falls off rapidly in the boundary region as expected.

The results in F·ig. 2 further illustrate the iniportatice of this technique

in that previous simulations of 2X-IIB could not predict the dynamic variation

in edge temperature during build-up.  In fact, the lack of
 an energy treatment

in these early models makes their comparison to the FOREMD code nearly

meaningless.  Similar applications to other mirror devi
ces such as MFTF

23  4(FERF), '  TMX  and the Twin-Beam Mirror (TBM)5 are possible w
ith some

modification, and these studies are underway.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1  Plasma density vs. radius at various buildup stages for a small

plasma similar to 2X-IIB.  See Ta·ble I.

Fig. 2 Ion temperature vs. radius at various buildup stages for the same

plasma as in Fig. 1.
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Table I. Pl,i:,iiia Parailieters

I)  TARGET:         W      ·= 1 keVI

W      = 100 eV
E

13  -3
N      = 7.5x10  cm

I

R      = 2.
VAC

RADIUS - 8 cm

B      = 1.0 T
VAC

Vac. Cham.  = 1xlo5cm3

II)  BEAM:          W      = 18 keVINJ

Gaussian HMW = + 2  keV

I      = 400 A
INJ

Gaussian HMW = + 8 cm

III)  CODE:  ENERGY RANGE: 1 eV-60 keV

ENERGY GROUPS:    40

SHELL SIZE: 1 cm

SHELLS            20

.>,
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